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ABSTRACT
My work seeks to understand the origins of national identity as it pertains to the Anzacs
of Australia and New Zealand, their service at the Battle of Gallipoli, and its use in the
establishment of a white, male creation myth in both nations following the end of World War
One. I furthermore plan to examine how this Anzac myth excluded and even erased the place of
marginalized communities in the birth of Australia and New Zealand as modern nations. In other
words, my thesis explores both the insiders and the outsiders of the Anzac myth. My cuttingedge research aims to build upon the small but growing scholarship about these "forgotten"
Anzacs and their role in the construction of nationhood.
Much has been written about white male Anzacs, and by writing this thesis, I hope to
contribute to bridging this disparity in the scholarly literature. Not only will I highlight the roles
of women and people of color in greater detail, but I will also analyze how the formation of the
Anzac myth systematically excluded them in the first place. The work also explores the
ramifications and implications of this exclusion in Australia and New Zealand as increasingly
multicultural nations. In sum, it brings together three threads of research: the formation of
national identity in these nations, the paradox of the public's reverence of the failed military
campaign of Gallipoli, and the exclusion of the "forgotten" women Anzacs and people of color.
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INTRODUCTION
While visiting the National Museum of New Zealand in April 2018, I encountered an
exhibition on the Australia and New Zealand Army Corps (Anzacs) service during the Gallipoli
campaign of World War I (WWI). Titled “Gallipoli: The Scale of Our War,” the massive
exhibition had attracted over two and a half million visitors by March 2019 and has been
extended until 2022. The long run is a testament to the importance of Gallipoli to New
Zealanders, colloquially known as “Kiwis.”1 A few months later, I read an article on Australian
Anzac soldiers of Chinese origin; I had no idea they existed.2 Although the Gallipoli exhibit
contained a section on Māori (indigenous people of New Zealand) soldiers, representations of
Anzacs in popular culture are almost exclusively of white males of European ancestry.
Upon further reading, I realized the Anzac image is central to the national identity of both
Australia and New Zealand. I started to wonder why this image of a World War One soldier is
central to these nations’ identity, and is it an accident that women and people of color are not a
part of traditional visions of the Anzacs? This then led me to ask how this image reflects or even
creates the national identity of both countries. There is, in fact, concrete evidence of women and
people of color serving as Anzacs, but the dominant historical narrative has suppressed their
stories. I will go on to show this evidence, but I first need to contextualize ideas of national
identity.

Museum of New Zealand, Te Papa Tongarewa, 2019. “Te Papa extends Gallipoli exhibition to Anzac Day 2022.”
https://www.tepapa.govt.nz/about/press-and-media/press-releases/2019-media-releases/te-papa-extends-gallipoliexhibition-anzac.
2
Ian Young, “‘Not substantially European’: the Chinese Anzacs who fought for Australia in first world war had to
fight racism first,” South China Morning Post (Hong Kong), April 25, 2019.
1
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To better understand possible connections between memories of the Anzacs and
constructions of national identity in Australia and New Zealand, my work frames the Anzac
tradition in recent nationalism scholarship. Since the 1980s, the scholarship on nationalism has
sought to historicize the construction of national identity. Benedict Anderson’s Imagined
Communities argues that nations are an inherently modern construct, starting in the seventeenth
century, or later in the cases of Australia and New Zealand.3 In Invention of Tradition, editors
Eric Hobsbawm and Terence Ranger similarly contended that nations are built upon a range of
shared ideas that bond people who do not know each other.4 At the heart of the arguments of
Anderson, Hobsbawm, as well as Ernest Gellner, is the central role of inclusivity in the
construction of modern national identity.5
Since then, a second wave of scholars of race and gender, including Nira Yuval-Davis
and Paul Gilroy, have argued that exclusion, rather than inclusion, is central to national identity
and national origin myths. Both authors come from marginalized communities and contend that
nations are formed based on the tensions between insiders and outsiders, and that exclusion
(identifying who lies outside of a community) helps bring people of a nation together.6 Exclusion
is commonly based on racial/ethnic lines and/or gender-based discrimination.7
My work seeks to understand the origins of national identity as it pertains to the Anzacs,
their service at the Battle of Gallipoli, and the use of the image of Anzac sacrifice for the nation

3

Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism. Revised edition
ed. New York: Verso, 1991, 5-7.
4
Eric J. Hobsbawm and Terence Ranger, eds., The Invention of Tradition, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1983, 5.
5
Ernest Gellner, Nations and Nationalism, Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1983, 7.
6
Nira Yuval-Davis, Gender and Nation. SAGE Publications: London, 1997.
7
Paul Gilroy, There Ain’t No Black in the Union Jack: The Cultural Politics of Race and Nation. Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1987.
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in the formation of a white, male creation myth in Australia and New Zealand. Furthermore, I
examine how this Anzac myth excluded and even erased the place of marginalized communities
in the construction of Australia and New Zealand as modern, independent nations. In other
words, my thesis explores both the insiders and the outsiders of the Anzac myth.
I will do this by first tracing the historical origins of the Anzac myth and its’ construction
during and after WWI in publications and the construction of national memorials in Australia
and New Zealand. To this end, I will examine how the memorials have evolved over the years to
reflect the nations’ changing attitudes towards the Anzac myth and its’ place in public history.
Finally, I will also identify the roles that women and people of color played in WWI and their
representation or lack thereof in the public history of Australia and New Zealand. I aim to
compare and contrast the different ways in which the Anzac myth has evolved in both countries
over the years.
Historical Context
The British Empire established Australia as a penal colony in 1788. The first European
inhabitants had been convicted of crimes including theft, perjury, fraud, assault, and robbery and
sentenced to penal transportation for terms including seven years, fourteen years, or for the rest
of their lives. A limited number of British sailors and their families also embarked on the voyage.
This First Fleet arrived at Sydney Cove in January 1788. This origin story became a source of
considerable shame to nineteenth century Australians.8

8

Graeme Davison, John Hirst, Stuart MacIntyre (eds), The Oxford Companion to Australian History (Revised
Edition), Oxford University Press, 2001.
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In New Zealand, the Treaty of Waitangi, signed by Māori tribal chiefs and British
governors in 1840, became the founding document of the modern nation. The English version of
the treaty, however, granted the Empire full control of New Zealand’s territories, while the
Māori version assured the chiefs that they would maintain sovereignty over their lands. This
discrepancy led to a series of bloody wars between the two groups, ending with heavy casualties
for the Māori and the decimation of their tribal structures.9
Prior to WWI, the inhabitants of these new nations in the British Commonwealth had not
yet embraced clearly defined national identities. While Australia became a “self-governing
colony” on January 1 1901, Britain continued to make foreign policy decisions on its behalf even
after the war.10 New Zealand has no set independence day; it became a Dominion in 1907 but
had not gained independence in terms of foreign affairs either. New Zealand also rejected an
offer to become part of the Australian Federation in 1901. It was not until 25 November 1947
that New Zealand formally separated itself from Britain with the Statute of Westminster.11
At the turn of the twentieth century, most, if not all, white settlers in Australia saw
themselves as British. They generally identified with localities, saying they hailed from New
South Wales or Victoria, rather than seeing themselves as Australian.12 There was a local sense
of community, but not an Australian identity—in other words, the national “imagined
community” had yet to be fully established. According to Holbrook, Australian soldiers’

Te Ahukaramū Charles Royal, 'Māori - The arrival of Europeans', Te Ara - the Encyclopedia of New Zealand,
http://www.TeAra.govt.nz/en/maori/page-3 (accessed 19 July 2019)
10
David Donovan, “Australia’s last brick of nationhood,” Australian Broadcasting Corporation (Sydney),
December 6, 2010.
11
John Wilson, “New Zealand Sovereignty: 1857, 1907, 1947, or 1987?,” New Zealand Parliament, Wellington,
2006.
12
Carolyn Holbrook, Anzac: The Unauthorised Biography. Sydney: University of New South Wales Press, 2014,
10.
9
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involvement in the Boer War (1899-1902) did not pan out to be the nationally-unifying event
that white leaders hoped it would be, due to the soldiers’ propensity to going away without leave
and the lack of an engagement that would capture the public’s imagination like Gallipoli did.13
Holbrook further argues that Australia’s penal colony origins became a source of considerable
shame to nineteenth-century Australians, and the leaders of the country rushed to the Great War
alongside the British mother country to prove they were a worthy offshoot of the Empire instead
of “convict stock.”14
This contrasts with Indigenous Australians’ connection to “country,” a reverence for the
land that is deeply embedded within their belief system.15 According to indigenous author
Larissa Bernhardt, “the land is a link between all aspects of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
people's existence - spirituality, culture, language, family, law and identity.”16 When Indigenous
Australians “talk about country it is spoken of like a person,” in contrast to European beliefs held
by white settlers which do not acknowledge land as a living thing.17
In New Zealand, the issue of national identity was more nuanced. New Zealand did not
have the associated shame of being a penal colony like Australia, and neither did it have a largescale genocide against indigenous people. The Treaty of Waitangi, the country’s founding
document, came into dispute between white settlers and the Māori throughout the nineteenth
century, which led to violent conflict and ended in heavy losses for the Māori. Before World War
One, white settlers saw themselves as British (especially given that New Zealand had not

13

Ibid, 11-12
Ibid, 26-31.
15
Larissa Behrendt, “Connection to Country,” Common Ground Australia, 2015.
https://www.commonground.org.au/learn/connection-to-country
16
Ibid.
17
Ibid.
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formally separated itself from Great Britain), although they did have local identities, like their
neighbors in Australia.18 Again, no “imagined community” existed on a national level.
Given this reality, white settlers sought a less distasteful creation myth to cobble together
a nation out of these fragmented states. WWI and the Gallipoli campaign (also referred to as the
Dardanelles campaign) provided the catalyst for the creation of a new, white “imagined
community.” The hyper-masculine act of war idealized the heroism of the white male soldier and
portrayed service, even in a battle that ended in a terrible loss to a non-white, Turkish enemy, as
an honorable “great adventure.”19 The myth of the nation being born in the war also conveniently
papered over the prior existence of indigenous people and the uncomfortable fact that white
Australians lived on occupied land, taken by genocidal means.
I bring up these points to illustrate how this thesis will study both nations side by side, in
order to show the creation of the Anzac myth and the different ways in approaching the creation
of this narrative in the early twentieth century has had lasting consequences for Australia and
New Zealand has been able to come to terms with their difficult history.
The Gallipoli campaign helped to create an “imagined community” that focused on white
male bravery, honor, and sacrifice rather than on a humiliating defeat to a less noble enemy. It
papered over white violence against indigenous populations, and instead solidified white men as
the heroic protectors of the nation. This narrative, which also erases the contributions and often
the existence of women and people of color, persists to this day, as evidenced by the pervasive
image of the noble Anzac in popular culture—he is always a white man.

18
19

Michael King, The Penguin History of New Zealand, Auckland: Penguin, 2003, 51.
Holbrook, 24.
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Anzac Historiography
C.E.W. Bean, the official historian of the war appointed by the Australian government,
edited and wrote part of a mammoth twelve volume series between 1921 and 1943 on the
Anzacs’ glorious deeds.20 Bean shaped a story that had already begun to take shape during the
war. State-sponsored propaganda placed the image of a strapping white male Anzac as the hero
in a narrative that first sought to recruit soldiers, and later sought to justify their slaughter in a
bloody battle that ended in defeat. Historian Graham Seal speculates that Bean’s writings were
popular with civilians due to his emphasis on the Australian-ness of the soldiers and his overall
nationalistic tone.21 With his writings, Bean also helped a government that found a readymade
propaganda tool in this militaristic vision of masculinity and a population that wanted to rewrite
the narrative of a military disaster in which so many of their loved ones died in vain.22
While Bean’s tomes codified this myth, many other historians built on it over several
decades, such as Alastair Thomson, Robin Prior, and Graham Seal. Bean’s writings are given as
the prime example of this “invention of tradition.”23 The Anzac tradition, according to Seal,
stresses the unity and sameness of Australians, blanketed in an overpowering aura of
nationalism. Instead of fading from relevance, this tradition became more sacred as time passed,
making it impossible to criticize it without a backlash from the majority of Australians, white or

20

C.E.W. Bean, Official History of Australia in the War of 1914-18, vols. 1-12., Sydney: Halstead Press, 1921-1943.
Graham Seal, Inventing Anzac: The Digger and National Mythology. St. Lucia: University of Queensland Press,
2004, 16.
22
James Brown, Anzac’s Long Shadow: The Cost of Our National Obsession. Collingwood VIC: Redback, 2014,
147.
23
Hobshawm, Invention of Tradition.
21
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non-white.24 The image of an Anzac soldier is typified as a civilian-soldier, an “ordinary bloke”
instead of a career soldier, doing a job that had to be done because he was a good patriot.25
Moreover, public memory in official museums and schools perpetuates this mythological
soldier. It is no accident that Bean played a leading role in the establishment of the Australian
War Memorial in Canberra, which epitomizes the official remembrance of the Anzacs.26 The
War Memorial deifies these soldiers, enshrining them in fifteen stained-glass windows, with each
figure representing the values of the Anzac tradition. Comradeship, patriotism, independence,
and devotion are among those listed; however, there are fourteen male figures and one female
figure. Tellingly, all of them are white.27
Historian Antoinette Burton’s Archive Stories: Facts, Fictions, and the Writing of History
succinctly argues that “all archives come into being as a result of specific political, cultural and
socioeconomic pressures—pressures which leave traces and themselves become artefacts of
history.”28 In the case of the Anzacs, archives and memorials in Australia and New Zealand have
largely focused on white male participation and minimize, if not outright ignore, the
contributions of women and people of color.
Jay Winter’s Sites of Memory, Sites of Mourning analyzes the myriad ways in which
people came to terms with the utter destruction of the Great War, both in Europe and in
Australia. Winter contends that “war memorials are collective symbols. They speak to and for

24

Seal, Inventing Anzac, 5.
Ibid, 3.
26
Australian War Memorial, “History of the Australian War Memorial.” Australian War Memorial,
https://www.awm.gov.au/about/organisation/history, accessed 19 July 2019.
27
Australian War Memorial, “Hall of Memory – Stained Glass Windows.” Australian War Memorial,
https://www.awm.gov.au/visit/visitor-information/features/hall-of-memory/windows, accessed 3 October 2019.
28
Antoinette Burton, ed. Archive Stories: Facts, Fictions, and the Writing of History, Durham: Duke University
Press, 2006, 3-5.
25
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communities of men and women.”29 In other words, the war memorials of a nation speak
volumes about a nation’s values and what it holds dear. By choosing to only valorize the
sacrifices and achievements of white Anzacs, what message do Australian and, to a lesser extent,
New Zealand, memorials send about their values?
Australian historians such as Seal and Marilyn Lake, among others, also agree that
children are fed a steady diet of Anzac propaganda as they progress through the public education
system, which frequently involves visits to these sites of official remembrance. This has become
a trend starting in the 1990s and the increased public consciousness of Anzacs and Gallipoli.30
Starting in the 2010s, historians influenced by Anderson, Hobsbawm, and others began to
examine the Anzac story with a critical eye. In What’s Wrong With Anzac?, Marilyn Lake and
her colleagues argued that the prominence of the myth in Australian culture has led to a
distortion and militarization of history. They bring up some salient points: the Ottoman Empire
was not a threat to Australia in any way, and the Anzacs, in effect, invaded a sovereign nation
and suffered a humiliating loss.31 The campaign aimed to seize Constantinople, but the Anzacs
and other Allied troops ended up evacuating with no territorial gains after eight months and
upwards of 250,000 casualties on each side. Lake asks why, then, do Australians make
pilgrimages to Gallipoli a hundred years later and claim to celebrate this heritage. In other words,
why, in an increasingly multicultural Australia, is this battle still considered the apex of glory?32

29

Jay Winter, Sites of Memory, Sites of Mourning. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998, 51.
Seal, 56.
31
Marilyn Lake, Henry Reynolds, Mark McKenna, and Joy Damousi. What’s Wrong With Anzac?: The
Militarisation of Australian History. Sydney: University of New South Wales Press, 2010, 8.
32
Ibid, 5-6.
30
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Lake and her co-authors drew considerable public backlash for raising these questions,
indicating the emotional attachment modern Australians and have to the myth. The majority
white community automatically views the slightest criticism of the Anzac tradition as
blasphemous. Outraged online commentators labeled Lake and her co-authors “traitors” and sent
them death threats merely for suggesting that Australians reconsider the unreasonably high
esteem in which the nation holds the Gallipoli campaign.33
Then, in 2014, former army captain James Brown penned another book which questions
the Anzac myth four years later, titled Anzac’s Long Shadow. Building upon Lake’s work, he
argues that the Anzac brand became, and remains, ubiquitous in modern Australia but rejects the
militarization element of Lake’s argument.34 His critique of the myth lies in his perceived
hypocrisy of the Australian public. He argues that the public makes a spectacle out of Anzac Day
and pretends to care about veterans. Re-enactors take part in the parade, thereby sidelining the
true veterans. Brown claims that the public then turns their backs on veterans’ aid for the other
364 days of the year.35
He speaks of a chasm between Australian civilians and the military, and claims the
“national obsession” is hurting modern soldiers who feel guilty for not “living up” to the myth,
even though modern warfare has largely eschewed grand charges and spectacular battles.36
Brown argues that instead of glorifying long-dead soldiers, Australians should instead focus on
their abysmal track record of taking care of living veterans and learn from their mistakes at

33

Ibid, iv.
Brown, Anzac’s Long Shadow, 71.
35
Ibid, 143.
36
Ibid, 111-112.
34
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Gallipoli so that they are never repeated.37 Both Brown and Lake’s pathbreaking books,
nevertheless, sideline the issues related to the exclusion of people of color in the myth, focusing
on white males as the unintended victims of this myth.
Other authors have worked to shed light on those missing from the story by studying
women’s roles in WWI as well as the soldiers and support personnel of color in the Gallipoli
campaign. This is a relatively new field, having only gained traction in the past decade. Peter
Rees’ analysis of the Australian and New Zealander nurses, The Other Anzacs (2008), challenges
the prevailing notion of a male-centric Anzac narrative with the title.38 Alastair Kennedy’s
Chinese Anzacs, published in 2015, by the New Zealand Chinese Association, details the service
of soldiers of Chinese descent in WWI.39
The most important recent works in this field include Joan Beaumont and Allison
Cadzow’s Serving Our Country: Indigenous Australians, War, Defence and Citizenship,
published in 2018, which looks at indigenous soldiers’ service in World War One, World War
Two, and in Vietnam. Beaumont and Cadzow detail how they overcame racism to enlist in WWI,
defying orders that recruits had to be of “substantial European descent.”40 Many indigenous
soldiers joined the military in the hopes of achieving equality and proving they were just as brave
and worthy as white soldiers. As Tom Wright’s 2015 play Black Diggers illustrates, however,

37

Ibid, 150.
Peter Rees, The Other Anzacs: Nurses at war, 1914-18. Crows Nest NSW: Allen & Unwin, 2008.
39
Alastair Kennedy, Chinese Anzacs : Australians of Chinese descent in the defence forces 1885-1919 : revised to
include New Zealand-born Chinese of the New Zealand Expeditionary Force 1914-1919 (second edition). Canberra,
2013.
40
Joan Beaumont and Allison Cadzow, Serving Our Country: Indigenous Australians, War, Defence and
Citizenship. Sydney: University of New South Wales Press, 2018, 74.
38
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they came back to a nation that remained as racist and segregationist as ever, and the bitter fight
for civil rights and recognition of their contributions continued.41
I aim to build on this scholarship by linking these two existing threads of research; in
other words, my thesis explores the flaws in the Anzac myth with regards to the blatant exclusion
of women and people of color, and the ramifications and implications of this erasure on the
formation of national identity and the public memory of these two nations
Methodology
As a Chinese-Indian woman who grew up in Singapore, I want to be part of this growing
field of research. I believe it is impossible to truly understand Australia and New Zealand
without fully understanding the myth that underpins the very core of these national identities,
and the rich identities of the diverse men and women that make up these two nations.
Chapter one of my thesis concerns the formation of the Anzac myth. Drawing upon
contemporary sources, I have traced the origins of the myth, starting from the war itself, to its’
evolution in the 1920s and the latter part of the twentieth century, to its’ current place in
Australian and New Zealand society. I have also drawn upon oral histories with veterans, as
documented by historians in the 1990s. I must add that the scholarship in this regard is much
more robust in Australia than it is in New Zealand, but I have done my best to give both
countries an equal footing in this conversation.
Chapter two analyzes the public’s consumption and memorialization of this myth.
Clearly, the Australian public is still extremely attached to a military defeat that happened over a

41

Tom Wright, Black Diggers. Playlab: Sydney, 2018.
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century ago, which presents an interesting paradox. My visits, in 2019, to the Australian War
Memorial, the National Museum of Australia, the Shrine of Remembrance and the Anzac
Memorial, in Canberra, Melbourne, and Sydney, were essential in helping me to contextualize
this memorialization. I also bring in my visit to the National Museum of New Zealand in 2018.
Using what I have learned from public history scholarship, I will analyze the exhibits, exploring
how and why they perpetuate the myth—and when and why they bring in women and people of
color in a way that do not upset the standard historical narrative.
Chapter three, which contains the most cutting-edge research, asks: who are those who
had their stories erased in the making of this myth? There is a burgeoning literature in this area,
with recently published books about Asian Anzacs and Indigenous Anzacs, but unsurprisingly, I
found relatively little in the way of “official” remembrance in museums and monuments that are
sanctioned by the governments of both nations.
I aim to build upon the existing scholarship about these “forgotten” Anzacs and their role
in the construction of nationhood by analyzing the available primary sources. Much has been
written about white male Anzacs, and by writing this thesis I hope to contribute to bridging this
disparity in the scholarly literature. Not only will I highlight the roles of women and people of
color in greater detail, but I will also analyze how the formation of the Anzac myth
systematically excluded them in the first place.
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CHAPTER ONE: THE MAKING OF THE ANZAC MYTH
The Anzac legend, Anzac spirit, or Anzac myth (the terminology depends on who you
ask) is impossible to escape in Australia and New Zealand. The Australian and New Zealand
Army Corps (ANZACs) fought as part of the British Army in the First World War, which
operated during the Gallipoli Campaign. They were part of the Australian Imperial Force (AIF)
and the New Zealand Expeditionary Force (NZEF). Anzac Day, celebrated on April 25, is a
public holiday in both countries, marked by remembrance ceremonies and dawn services. The
celebrations are held on a much larger scale than Veterans’ Day in the United States or
Remembrance Day commemorations in the United Kingdom respectively.42
According to historian Marilyn Lake, to be an Australian or New Zealander is to grow up
under the shadow of this myth, and to criticize any part of it is perceived as sacrilegious.43 The
Anzac myth has been elevated to sacred status in the public consciousness of Australians and
New Zealanders, to the tune of 600 million Australian dollars and fifty-one months of
commemorations to mark the centenary of the war.44
This hallowed status begs a few salient questions: why do Australians and New
Zealanders choose to glorify the Gallipoli campaign when it ended in a humiliating evacuation
for the British Army?45 After all, Aussies and Kiwis participated in several engagements on the
Western Front which ended in victory. Most puzzlingly, why has the Anzac tradition become
42

Peter Dennis, Jeffrey Grey, Ewan Morris, Robin Prior, and Jean Bou. The Oxford Companion to Australian
Military History (2nd ed.). Melbourne: Oxford University Press, 2008, 32.
43
Marilyn Lake, Henry Reynolds, Mark McKenna, and Joy Damousi. What’s Wrong With Anzac?: The
Militarisation of Australian History. Sydney: University of New South Wales Press, 2010, 8.
44
Paul Daley, “The story of us: how the inflated Anzac myth obscures our national identity,” The Guardian
Australia, 27 October 2018. Accessed 21 January 2020. https://www.theguardian.com/news/2018/oct/28/the-storyof-us-how-the-inflated-anzac-myth-obscures-our-national-identity
45
Harvey Broadbent, Gallipoli: The Fatal Shore. Camberwell, VIC: Viking/Penguin, 2005, 188.
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more relevant in recent years while World War One becomes an increasingly distant connection?
The answer to all of these questions lays, to some degree, in the core of the national identity that
both nations formed during the twentieth century.
To answer these questions, this chapter will first look at the origins of white settlement in
Australia and New Zealand and the issues associated with them. It then analyzes the war and the
birth of the myth in the 1920s. Finally, I will consider how the Anzac myth has evolved over the
decades and the different meanings it has taken on over time. To this end, I will analyze how
Australia and New Zealand have dealt with the myth differently over the latter part of the
twentieth century, despite starting from a similar position.
White settlement in Australia
As we have seen, the British Empire established Australia as a penal colony in 1788.46 As
the population grew, white settlers came into frequent, violent conflict with the native indigenous
(Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander) people from the earliest days of settlement. According to
research done by the University of Newcastle in Australia, white British colonists carried out at
least 270 state-sanctioned massacres of indigenous people, between 1794 and the late 1920s.47
Local police forces and militias often used the euphemistic excuse of “dispersal,” which refers to
violently driving away indigenous people from their land and massacring them.48 Early settlers
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declared Australia to be terra nullius (no man’s land) to justify the seizure of lands from the
Aboriginal people. Australia’s Supreme Court finally overturned this doctrine in 1992.49
The population of Aboriginal people fell dramatically in the 1700s. From a peak of
approximately 770,000 at the time of first European contact in 1788, it fell to 117,000 by 1900.
Only in 2016 did the Aboriginal population to surpass pre-1788 levels.50 European contact
introduced infectious and deadly diseases such as smallpox and chickenpox, to which the
Aboriginal people had no natural immunity. It decimated and demoralized the population, and it
paved the way for white settlers to gain the upper hand.51 They began to drive away Aboriginals
violently in order to seize their land.
An Aboriginal elder, Hector Chunda Jandany, gave an account of a 1900 massacre at Jail
House Creek. While he survived to tell the tale in 1989, colonists murdered fifty Aboriginal
people, including his father and grandfather:
Some kartiya [white people] bin round em up the blackfellas, put em chains
around their necks. They used to drive em like a mob of cattle […] then tie them
up, like a dog. All the kartiya get em their guns, line em up every girl and boy and
shoot em down. Whang, all the children on the rocks. Smash their skulls on the
rocks. Kartiya […] killed the lot.52
This account provides a distressing insight into the extreme violence perpetrated by the white
colonizers. The University of Newcastle’s research does not provide an exact number of children
murdered in these raids, but the consensus indicates this brutality was not an uncommon feature.
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The “rounding up” of Aboriginal men like cattle also points strongly to the idea that these raids
were not just “dispersal,” as the colonists called them, but rather, calculated murder.
Another account from Western Australia in 1926 told of Aboriginal people forced to
collect wood for their own pyres before being shot in cold blood.53 Newspapers, journals, and
court documents recorded gruesome details of hundreds of colonial massacres; yet, not one
person faced justice for these killings.54 A Royal Commission in 1927 purported to investigate
the 1926 Western Australia killings, but investigation by The Guardian journalist Jeremy Nadel
shows, in retrospect, that the inquiry was deeply flawed. Witnesses simply disappeared and half
of the evidence was not admitted into the court; the commissioner wrote of “a conspiracy of
silence.”55 Unsurprisingly, the case was dropped due to a lack of evidence and the perpetrators
got off scot-free.56 However, the frontier massacres were not the only crimes white colonists
committed against Aboriginal people.
From 1910 to 1970, state-sponsored officials forcibly removed up to a third of mixedrace Aboriginal children living on settlements (the equivalent of reservations in North America)
from their families. These officials aimed to assimilate these children into society by resettling
them with white families or placing them in white-run orphanages, thus creating a “Stolen
Generation” of children.57 In the twentieth century, white officials often took Aboriginal children
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away under the guise of “child welfare,” but in truth, officials had sanctioned the practice since
the earliest days of European settlement.58 According to a three-year study in Melbourne from
the mid-1980s, when compared to their counterparts who were raised by their families, adults
who were removed as children were twice as likely to have been arrested and convicted of an
offence, twice as likely to report use of illicit substances, and three times more likely to say they
had no one to call in a crisis, among other ill effects.59
While an inquiry into the issue was set up in 1992, it took until 2008 for the government
to issue a formal apology to the Stolen Generations.60 In the 1990s, debate raged in newspaper
columns over whether an apology was even necessary, with right-wing commentators insisting
that “the “stolen” had been removed for their own good” or “the mothers had voluntarily given
them up.”61 The eyewitness accounts of state officials removing children roundly rejects this
view. One account by an anonymous person removed in Western Australia in 1935 told to the
official inquiry:
[…] they stopped, and threw the mothers out of the car. We jumped on our mothers'
backs, crying, trying not to be left behind. But the policemen pulled us off and threw us
back in the car. They pushed the mothers away and drove off, while our mothers were
chasing the car, running and crying after us. We were screaming in the back of that car.
When we got to Broome they put me and my cousin in the Broome lock-up. We were
only ten years old. We were in the lock-up for two days waiting for the boat to Perth.62
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According to the inquiry, the vast majority of children were removed against their will. White
officials simply snatched some children away like in the above case; other times, officials fooled
parents into sending their children away for better schooling and opportunities, never to see them
again.63 The chairman of the inquiry, Sir Ronald Wilson, firmly accused white Australians of
carrying out a genocide against Aboriginal people. A fierce political debate erupted over this
terminology in the 1990s.64
Journalist Robert Sydney alleges that the incumbent right-wing government in the 1990s,
headed by John Howard, carried out a smear campaign against Sir Ronald before the report had
even emerged. Given that Howard had stated just a year prior in 1996, “I sympathize
fundamentally with Australians who are insulted when they are told we have a racist, bigoted
past,” this is perhaps unsurprising.65 As a result, it took until 2008 for the government to issue a
formal apology to the Stolen Generations; an apology has never been issued for the frontier
massacres.
White settlement in New Zealand
Before European settlement, the indigenous Maori population is estimated at 100,000 in
1769. After European contact, in which the Maori were exposed to diseases they had no natural
immunity to, the Maori population hit the lowest ebb of 42,000 in 1896. The life expectancy of
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an average Maori man was 25, and just 23 for women in 1891, in contrast to 30 for both genders
in 1769.66
New Zealand became a formal colony of the British Crown in May 1841.67 As the colony
of Australia grew rapidly in the 1800s, imperialists looked eastward to New Zealand for more
land and business prospects. Voluntary immigrants from Britain and Ireland, such as soldiers and
gold rush prospectors, swelled the white population. As a result, New Zealand did not have the
stigma of forced emigration and convict history.68 By 1839, the British-based New Zealand
Company moved towards systematic colonization of New Zealand by buying up large tracts of
land.69 The British were anxious to officially annex New Zealand in the face of growing interest
from the Dutch and French.70 This culminated in the signing of the Treaty of Waitangi on 6
February 1840 between the British government and fifty Māori chiefs, which became the
founding document of the modern nation.
New Zealand law acknowledged the presence of indigenous people under the Treaty; by
contrast, Australian colonists never signed a document with indigenous people. Nevertheless,
violent clashes between Māori and Pakeha (white settlers) over the terms of the Treaty left a
troubled legacy. The exact terms remain in dispute even today; the English version granted the
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British Empire full control of New Zealand’s territories, while the Māori version assured the
chiefs they would maintain sovereignty over their lands.71
This discrepancy resulted in a series of bloody wars from the 1840s to 1872, which
culminated in extensive seizure of Māori lands, particularly in the Waikato region, as
punishment for “rebellion against the crown” in 1863.72 This seizure superseded the rights
guaranteed to them under the Treaty of Waitangi. The final confrontation between the white
majority government and Māori occurred as late as 1916, when two Māori protestors died in a
firefight.73 When put into perspective, it is striking that this incident occurred one year after
Māori soldiers bravely fought and died at Gallipoli.
The War and the Birth of the Myth
Given the distasteful origins of white settlement in both nations, white authorities sought
out a national identity myth that covered up these origins, and instead made white male settlers
the center of the story. World War One and the Gallipoli campaign, fought by the Anzacs,
provided the perfect fuel for this creation myth with the idea that both nations were “born”
through their participation in this disastrous campaign.
What, then, did the Anzac spirit typify? Historian Graham Seal draws a dichotomy
between the “digger” tradition and the Anzac tradition, although the terms are not mutually
exclusive.74 According to Seal, the digger tradition was a spontaneous and authentic small-scale
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tradition created by the men of the Australian Expeditionary Force themselves. It developed from
nineteenth century bushman traditions, emphasizing a rugged maleness and larrikinism.75 The
latter is an Australian social archetype, originally used to refer to hooligans, but took on a
positive connotation in Australian society. A larrikin embraces anti-authoritarianism and is a
maverick in opposition to a conformist society.76
The digger tradition also included “mateship,” a swaggering arrogance, sardonic humor,
an aggressively nationalistic (sometimes to the point of blatant racism) stance, and a nonchalant
attitude to death and injury.77 He (for it was almost always a male) was a civilian-soldier, an
“ordinary bloke” instead of a career soldier, doing a job that had to be done because he was a
good patriot.78 The Anzac tradition glorifies many of these traits, especially loyalty to one’s
mates and patriotism. However, Seal describes it as necessarily authoritarian since it was
invented by the authorities rather than the diggers themselves.79
The Anzac tradition toned down the diggers’ overt racism and disdain for British officers
and authority figures. It also omitted the “immoral” nature of the diggers, who were prone to
going AWOL while on leave in Egypt and had a high incidence of venereal disease. According
to Seal, the diggers their immorality and disregard for authority, but it was not appropriate for
public consumption. Finally, the sentimental elements in digger culture, such as caring for one’s
mates in a “tender as girls” manner, did not fit with the hyper-masculine tradition that was under
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construction. The social norms of the time viewed sentimentality as feminine and unsuitable for
males, although this was accepted in the digger and bushman cultures. In sum, the authorities
sanitized the diggers’ tradition in order to fit their needs.80
C.E.W. Bean, the official war correspondent of Australia, is often credited as the father of
the Anzac legend with his mammoth twelve-volume series, The Official History of Australia in
the War of 1914-1918, published from 1921 to 1943.81 He accompanied the troops in the
Gallipoli landings and on the Western Front. The Australian public widely read Bean’s
dispatches back home. His work, during and after the war, became the basis for the Anzac myth,
depicting the Australian soldiers as the saviors of the nation.
By contrast, New Zealand did not have an “official history” in a comparable sense. New
Zealand historians Peter Dennis and Jeffrey Grey argue that “this means [New Zealand] lacks a
basic and authoritative record” and this presents problems for scholars of New Zealand military
history.82 Bean’s works were almost certainly circulated in New Zealand as well, given the two
nations’ interconnectedness and the fact that Australian and New Zealander soldiers fought side
by side at Gallipoli. As Dennis and Grey also point out, “Australia benefits from a larger and
more sustained body of historical writing.”83
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The Evolution of Anzac
From the earliest days of Australia and New Zealand’s involvement in the war,
propaganda posters depicted strapping young white men going overseas for the noble cause of
defending the country. Soldiers of color did not appear in these propaganda advertisements,
while women only appeared in the context of urging men to join to avenge their deaths.
Propagandists seized upon the stories of Edith Cavell, a British nurse executed by the Germans
in 1915, and ten New Zealand nurses lost aboard a torpedoed ship in the same year.84
The men returned home to great fanfare after the war’s end but found little to no
government support in helping them adjust to civilian life. Historian Alistair Thomson conducted
an interview with digger Fred Farrall in 1990. Farrall enlisted in the AIF in 1916, at the age of
nineteen; by his own admission, he found himself swept up in patriotic fervor after the Gallipoli
landings.85 His experiences in France and at the Battle of the Somme left him deeply
traumatized, causing him to suffer nervous breakdowns in later life.86 In the interview with
Thomson, Farrall spoke of his disillusionment with the whole affair after the war’s end:
What we'd been told that the war was all about, didn't work out that way. What we'd been
told that the government would do when the war was over, for what we'd done, didn't
work out either […] in the 1920s, unless you had an arm off or a leg off or a hand off or
something like that, it was almost as hard to get a pension as it would be to win Tatts [an
Australian lottery]. There was no recognition of neurosis and other disabilities […] the
doctors treated the diggers as they interviewed them and examined them as though they
were tenth rate citizens. Something like we look upon the aboriginals. There was great
hostility between the diggers on one hand and the officials on the other.87
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According to Farrall, the Anzac story faded into the background in the 1920s and 1930s and
veterans, many struggling with mental health issues, had to fend for themselves. Farrall found no
one willing to listen to his war experiences, not even his former comrades:
Those that were at the war were reluctant to talk about it, and those that were not at the
war, didn't go to the war and the women and that, didn't seem to want to hear about it. So
the war slipped into the background as far as the average person was concerned […] I
never talked about it. Never. For years and years and years. […] When we got back, there
was a sort of hostility towards anything to do with the war, by a lot.... All they [fellow
AIF veterans] wanted to do was to distance themselves as far as they could from anything
to do with the army, or the war.88
Farrall refused to participate in Anzac Day commemorations, as he felt the government
demonstrated hypocrisy by pretending to care about its’ veterans with these parades once a year,
and then turning around and denying them benefits and proper care. Thomson argues, however,
that Farrall’s was an atypical case and “the nascent Anzac legend worked because many veterans
wanted and needed to identify with it.”89
The first Anzac Day, held on 25 April 1916, was a quiet affair to mark the first
anniversary of the landings. Small ceremonies took place at home in Australia and on the
Western Front and in Egypt.90 According to historian Martin Crotty, Anzac commemorations
“have suited political purposes right from 1916 when the first Anzac Day march was held in
London and Australia, which were very much around trying to get more people to sign up to the
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war in 1916-1918.”91 The small-scale ceremonies grew in stature throughout the 1920s, and by
1927, every state in Australia had voted to make Anzac Day a public holiday.92
Even after the war ended, the Anzac tradition had use for the authorities. By calling upon
the Anzac tradition, the government was readily able to drum up support for Australia’s
involvement in World War Two, and to a lesser extent, the Vietnam War.93 The Anzac brand is
repeatedly called upon in recruitment advertisements for the Australian Army even today.
By the 1980s, the Anzac soldier had become a fixture of popular movies and television
shows. According to historian Alistair Thomson, the movies and shows portrayed the
archetypical digger as “a bushman from the colonial frontier, strong, sun-tanned and resourceful.
He's also a bit of a lad, a larrikin' in Australian slang, a boozer and gambler who's not too
concerned with military spit and polish, and who despises the military discipline of the British
army and the snobbishness of British officers.”94 Notable examples of this type of portrayal in
film and television include Gallipoli (1981), Anzacs (1985), and Lighthorsemen (1987).95
Despite this resurgence in popular culture, attendance at Anzac Day parades dwindled
throughout the 1980s. According to historian Carolyn Holbrook, this was due to the public’s
acrimony towards the Vietnam War and an anti-military sentiment. Indeed, in the late 1960s and
early 1970s, Anzac Day parades often became the target of anti-war protests.96 In 1981, 500
women marched down Anzac Parade in Canberra, holding a banner that read: “in memory of all
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women of all countries raped in all wars.”97 The police arrested sixty-five women for their part in
this march.98 The politicization of Anzac Day had been woven into its’ very creation, although
the political meaning changed over time.
In an effort to drum up votes in 1990, Prime Minister Bob Hawke visited Gallipoli to
commemorate the seventy-fifth anniversary of the landings. Hawke called upon sentiments of
patriotism to propel him to an election victory, and he was successful. This led to a renewed
interest in the Anzac legend which continued through the 1990s and early 21st century.99 With
the centenary of the war, the Anzac story had never loomed larger in the nation’s consciousness.
Australia’s spending on World War One commemorations exceeded that of every other country
that had fought in the war.100
However, AIF veterans generally opposed this glorification and felt embarrassed by the
public’s attention to their military service.101 The last survivor from Gallipoli, Alec Campbell,
was firmly of this thought. Campbell enlisted at the age of sixteen, without parental consent, and
saw action in Gallipoli for two months before being invalided out of the army. On his deathbed
in 2002, Campbell pleaded: “For god's sake, don't glorify Gallipoli - it was a terrible fiasco, a
total failure and best forgotten.”102 By and large, the nation seems to have disregarded his words.
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CHAPTER TWO: OFFICIAL MEMORIALS OF ANZAC IN AUSTRALIA AND
NEW ZEALAND
In this chapter, I will analyze and discuss the different ways in which Australia and New
Zealand have memorialized this myth over the years. Analyzing the process of memorialization
is a complex topic; given the limited scope of an undergraduate thesis, I have chosen to focus on
the official memorialization, such as in museums and government-sponsored monuments.103
In this discussion of public memory and public history, I call upon historian Pierre Nora’s
concept of lieux de memoire (“sites of memory”). In Nora’s words, “a lieu de memoire is any
significant entity, whether material or nonmaterial in nature, which by dint of human will or the
work of time has become a symbolic element of the memorial heritage of any community.”104
While Nora’s work mainly focused on France, it can be applied to the Battle of Gallipoli, which
certainly seems to fit the definition of a lieu de memoire. It has become an integral part of the
national memory of Australians and New Zealanders, and I aim to analyze how this lieu de
memoire has influenced sites of remembrance in both nations.
I begin by considering Australian sites of remembrance, starting with the Australian War
Memorial in Canberra, the Shrine of Remembrance in Melbourne, and stone monuments in
Melbourne and Sydney. I then analyze the National Museum of New Zealand. In my analysis, I
ask several questions: Why does the Australian War Memorial conflate the First World War so
strongly with the birth of the nation, yet completely exclude the stories of soldiers of color? How
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has this lack of representation changed or stayed the same over the years? Why has New Zealand
chosen to include people of color in their memorialization, and when did this start?
The lack of representation of women and people of color in these official channels of
memorialization is evidence of the systematic exclusion of their contributions, to their
membership in the nation, and several of these museums seem to perpetuate the white maledominated Anzac myth and the central idea of what it means to be a full citizen.
Australian War Memorial
The epitome of Australia’s official remembrance of the nation’s wars is the Australian
War Memorial in Canberra, established by the official war correspondent and the architect of the
Anzac myth, C.E.W. Bean. It opened its’ doors in 1941.105 Since then, individuals, and all kinds
of groups, including schoolchildren from all over the country, have made the pilgrimage to the
nation’s capital to pay tribute alongside curious tourists. The Memorial contains expansive
exhibits with artefacts from Australia’s wars, telling the official story sanctioned by the
government. It also contains a shrine to veterans, where visitors can place paper poppies by
soldiers’ names on the Roll of Honor, listing those killed in the line of duty.106
Past the reflection pond, visitors enter the Hall of Memory, the room that houses the
Tomb of the Unknown Soldier. Bean commissioned artist and AIF veteran Napier Waller to
design the Hall in 1937, with three objectives for the space: “national commemoration, national
unity, and a spiritual ambience.”107 Waller undertook an ambitious design that called for
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covering the entire Hall in mosaic, which became the largest mosaic project in the world at the
time.108 Several women students from the University of Melbourne aided Waller in affixing six
million mosaic tiles for the design. The Hall took another twenty-two years to fully complete and
was officially dedicated in 1959.109
This lends the Hall a cathedral-like atmosphere, in line with Bean’s vision for spirituality.
The stained-glass windows that decorate the walls also lend to this atmosphere. These windows
were completed in 1941, so these windows are dedicated to World War One service personnel.
According to the official website of the War Memorial, the panels are meant to typify the
“quintessential qualities displayed by Australians in war.”110 Only one of the figures depicted in
the fifteen stained-glass windows is a woman, but it is worth noting that the female nurse
representing the quality of devotion is given the place of honor. Her panel is placed in the top
center and faces down towards the House of Parliament and Anzac Parade.111
The symbolism on her panel implies that women are only represented in a self-sacrificing
context. It depicts the symbol of the International Red Cross, and a pelican feeding her young
from her bleeding breast, which is the ancient symbol for devotion.112
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Figure 1 - The South Window of the Hall of Memory in the Australian War Memorial.113

The Memorial claims that these windows are meant to represent the “quintessential
qualities displayed by Australians in war”.114 They are divided into three sections: personal
qualities, social qualities, and fighting qualities.115 These qualities include some of the
foundations of the Anzac myth as described by historian Graham Seal, including comradeship
(mateship, as known in Australian vernacular), candor, independence, curiosity, patriotism and
endurance, among others.116 For example, the panel representing endurance depicts a wounded
soldier holding a broken sword, with a pyramid above his head to signify stability and physical
endurance.117 These windows, however, have a glaring omission: there is not one person of color
represented among them. Barring the panel depicting the nurse, the windows all depict white
men, thus reinforcing the idea that they are central to the Anzac myth.
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While the stained-glass windows commemorate the services of those in the First World
War, the mosaic designs on the four corners of the room are dedicated to those who served in the
Second World War; the Hall was formally dedicated in 1959.118 There are three men
representing each branch of the military—Army, Navy, and Air Force, and one servicewoman,
representing the collective Women’s Services branch.119 The same values from the World War
One-era stained glass windows carried over into the construction of the World War Two
memorializations.
The memorial also houses a museum with an extensive collection of artefacts from
Australia’s wars, from early European settlement to present-day issues. The museum does not
progress in chronological order—visitors go through the First World War galleries first, while
the galleries on “colonial-era conflicts,” as the Memorial calls it, are tucked away on the lower
level, which receives markedly less foot traffic.120 The galleries dedicated to these pre-WWI
conflicts make no mention of the frontier massacres discussed in the previous chapter. The
official literature tiptoes around the issue of white violence against people of color by claiming
that “part-time [white Australian] volunteers trained to defend their homes against possible
threats.”121
Journalists such as Paul Daley and indigenous community leaders have pushed for some
acknowledgment of the appalling treatment of indigenous people on the frontier since 2014 but
have achieved little success in that regard. A spokeswoman for the Memorial responded to
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Daley’s inquiries by claiming the Memorial was working on a project about indigenous service
in World War One, but Daley retorts that it “was nothing but a fig leaf, for [he] hadn’t asked
about Indigenous servicemen at all.”122
In 2013, a statement from the director of the Memorial argued that the frontier wars do
not have a place in the Memorial, which is meant to be a “memorial for all Australians who have
died on, or as a result of, active service, or as a result of any war or warlike operation in which
Australians have been on active service” and therefore the story is better told elsewhere.123
However, academic Lisa Barritt-Eyles points out, in an excerpt of a paper presented at the
University of Newcastle, that the Memorial hosted an exhibition in 2015 titled Soldiers of the
Queen: Australia’s Colonial Military Heritage, which commemorates white Australians’ service
in foreign conflicts against people of color in New Zealand and in Sudan.124 The panel went so
far as to note “Aboriginal resistance” as one of the domestic threats faced by white Australians in
the nineteenth century.125
Baritt-Eyles argues succinctly why referring to these conflicts as merely “Aboriginal
resistance” is problematic: it “groups the Frontier Wars with civil disobedience, simultaneously
denying the war-like characteristics of Indigenous resistance to colonization.”126 By doing so,
she asserts that the Memorial “reinforces the idea that Australia was settled, not colonized
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employing brutality” and it “encourages a forgetting that enables the national remembrance of
war and national identity to be founded in offshore battlefields and Anzac spirit.”127 In other
words, including the frontier massacres and referring to them as such would upset the dominant
narrative of the Anzac creation myth. In light of this silence, Barritt-Eyles argues that the
Memorial does not provide visitors with the context in which to view indigenous soldiers’
service in WWI.128
The First World War galleries were completed in 1941 as part of the building’s original
design.129 Today, a landing boat from Gallipoli, put on display in 2005, features prominently by
the entrance.130 This shows that even recent additions reinforce the Anzac myth by making the
Gallipoli campaign the centerpiece of Australia’s involvement in WWI. Not far from the landing
boat, there also is a painting by indigenous elders, titled Kulatangku angakanyini manta munu
Tjukurpa (“Country and culture will be protected by spears”). Added in 2017, it is meant to
represent the sacrifices of indigenous soldiers for Australia.131 It comes on the heels of a larger
public conversation about indigenous service, prompted by the centenary of the war. Books
about indigenous service, such as Joan Beaumont and Alison Cadzow’s Serving Our Country,
published in 2018, have received a wider audience that includes non-indigenous readers.132 Much
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of the research in this field has been done by indigenous scholars, who have pushed for a more
prominent role for soldiers of color in the conversation about Anzac.133

Figure 2 - "Country and culture will be protected by spears" painting by indigenous elders, 2017.134

The Department of Defense notes that the painting “has pride of place across from the
bullet-ridden Gallipoli landing boat” in the Memorial, implying that it is making an effort to
include indigenous stories in the conversation.135 It fails to acknowledge, however, that this
painting barely scratches the surface of the issues surrounding indigenous representation. The
painting is of nature, of “country,” the land that indigenous people see themselves as the rightful
owners of. The Memorial does not acknowledge the brutal ways in which white settlers drove
indigenous people off this very land, thereby only telling half the story. The average, nonindigenous visitor will not come away with an understanding of these issues—the representation
is token at best.
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These First World War galleries underwent a $32.5 million refurbishment in 2014 to
mark the centenary of the war; yet, this renovation included little on indigenous soldiers.136
There are a few panels on indigenous soldiers, but they are far fewer than the white majority.
Barritt-Eyles argues that soldiers of color are “disconnected in the [Memorial’s] narrative from
their silenced history and represented as unproblematic in their service to the nation, Indigenous
soldiers’ inclusion is conditional upon fitting into a framework that does not challenge the
dominant understandings of Australian experiences of war and national identity.”137
Soldiers of color have been the subject of travelling exhibitions but are relegated to a
panel or two in the permanent exhibition.138 The War Memorial’s official website also contains a
teaching resource on “Anzac Diversity,” but a teacher would imaginably have to seek this topic
out for their students.139 However, their stories are once again presented as a separate entity from
the regular Anzac story instead of being integrated into the main story. This reinforces the
history of racial segregation, and the marginalization of non-whites; it seems to promote the idea
that that main, standard narrative is not affected by the addition of soldiers of color as a
supplement, or appendix to the ‘real’ story, which is dominated by white males. In this regard,
few things have changed since the earliest days of the Anzac story.
There has also been controversy surrounding the gargoyles on the Memorial’s grounds.
Originally completed as part of the building in 1941, the twenty-six statues depict Australian
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fauna, including a koala, a kookaburra, and troublingly, an Aboriginal man and woman. They
remain there today. Barritt-Eyles inquired about the Memorial’s plans for the gargoyles in 2012;
in response, the Memorial admitted they “do not sit comfortably with current values” but
asserted the intention at the time they were created was to represent that which was “particularly
Australian.”140 In 2015, the Memorial moved to refurbish the gargoyles, but refused to remove
the Aboriginal statues, despite a heated controversy.141 How, then, can the Memorial claim to
treat all service people equally, regardless of skin color, and still equate indigenous people with
the fauna of Australia?142
The First World War galleries also only marginally represent women. Near the entrance,
there is a nurse’s uniform from the era on display. There is a brief panel explaining that a quarter
of Australian nurses were killed or wounded in combat during the war, but no further explanation
is provided. A sculpture of a woman is also prominently displayed at the end of the WWI
gallery, but it is in the context of the nation’s sacrifices and the experiences of the veterans who
returned home. The sculpture is of a woman with angel wings holding up a torch, her head
bowed. This symbolizes women in a submissive role—she is not looking at the audience, and she
is idealized as pure and angelic, therefore, the angel wings. It is meant to represent women
keeping the torch burning on the home front. The section makes much of the men’s suffering,
describing their physical and mental wounds upon returning home, but does not acknowledge
that nurses also had trouble adjusting to civilian life after the war. Women are only mentioned in
the context of the men’s suffering.
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Women were not fully integrated into the military until the late 1970s and not given equal
pay until 1979.143 Before then, they were segregated into the Women’s Services branch, which
was established in 1899 with the creation of the Australian Army Nursing Service (AANS).
Women’s involvement in World War One was generally limited to nursing duties, although there
are accounts of women training and serving as doctors.144 In World War Two, women served in
greater numbers and roles. The Women’s Auxiliary Air Force was created in March 1941,
followed by the Australian Women’s Army Service in October 1941, and the Women’s Royal
Australian Naval Service in July 1942. By 1944, some 50,000 women were active members of
the military.145 Military officials disbanded the women’s branches at the war’s end. In 1951,
however, shortage of service personnel in the Korean War prompted the permanent
establishment of these branches.146
The First World War gallery has a marker on the floor saying “Anzac: 25 April 1916.”147
While Anzac is generally conflated with all AIF and NZEF soldiers today, at the time, Anzac
only referred to the forces from Australia and New Zealand at the Gallipoli campaign. It also
contains propaganda posters from the era, all of which feature white male soldiers as the ideal
enlistees. The gallery also does an excellent job of informing visitors of Australians’
participation in other forgotten theaters of the war, such as the Palestine campaign and the
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bloody Western Front. Too often, talk of Anzacs and World War One centers on the failed
Gallipoli landings, at the expense of these other campaigns.148
Finally, to exit the building, visitors must pass through a gift shop, an all-too-common
feature of museums that must cover their operating costs in an era of shrinking government
grants. There is one shelf of books dedicated to publications about indigenous soldiers; however,
upon closer investigation, on the day that I visited, there were more books about the animals at
Gallipoli than the soldiers of color in the entire war effort.149 While the website and the gift shop
are trying to show that the museum is addressing criticisms, there is no effort to upend the
standard narrative, only to add a separate chapter, that visitors can skip if they do not want to
disturb their ingrained national story. This is the epitome of the lack of representation of people
of color in the Anzac myth. On the other hand, white women in the war effort, mostly nurses, do
seem to get a fair representation in the publications on the shelf with their accounts depicted in
non-fiction histories.
It seems clear, that no matter the small additions, the Memorial’s lofty claims to be the
“core of the nation's tribute to the sacrifice and achievement” of Australian servicemen and
women remains wedded to the official narrative.150 Representation of non-white stories can exist,
but they may change the nation’s story. As of 2019, the Memorial’s plans to expand with another
$500 million of taxpayer money have caused a public outcry. Eighty prominent Australians,
including the former direction of the War Memorial, signed an open letter in March 2019
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opposing the expansion, arguing that it would be turned into “a military theme park.”151 Instead,
they argue that the money could be better spent on living veterans who are struggling with
mental health issues related to combat. One of the signatories, Paul Barratt, a former secretary of
the defense department, stated: “I think it is obscene to be spending these amounts of money on a
memorial when we’re not properly looking after the living veterans […] Let’s look after the
living before we further memorialise the dead.”152 While these are salient points, no one suggests
updating the Memorial to give a greater voice to the stories of women and people of color.
Shrine of Remembrance
In Melbourne, the capital of Victoria and the second-most populous city in Australia, war
memorialization centers upon the Shrine of Remembrance. It took seven years to construct and
opened its’ doors in 1934. Remarkably, the public raised the nearly $15 million (in today’s
currency) to build the monument in the space of six months in 1928.153 The official website of
the Shrine boasts that the funds were raised so quickly due to the public’s immense gratitude, but
that statement is an oversimplification. How many people donated because they wanted a place
to mourn their dead sons, buried in an unmarked grave a continent away, as historian Michael
Cathcart puts it?154
Curiously, the Shrine Guards that provide security for the venue wear replicas of World
War One era uniforms; specifically, that of the Light Horsemen, who were most famous for their
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role in the Gallipoli Campaign.155 While the Light Horsemen were not the sole Australian
participants in the campaign, it is fair to say they have become the most well-known, and have
come to represent the quintessential Anzac, due in no small part to the landmark Peter Weir film
Gallipoli (1981).156 The original Shrine Guards were World War One veterans who wore their
uniforms, but the present-day guards come from the Victorian Police Force.157 Why, then, do
they wear the uniforms of troops from the past?
On a similar note, the gardens to the west of the Shrine are called the Gallipoli Memorial
Gardens. These are the only gardens on site that are named after a specific location or campaign;
the others have more general names such as the Women’s Garden, Legacy Garden, and
Remembrance Garden.158 There is a statue in the Gallipoli gardens specifically to commemorate
that campaign, thus demonstrating the esteem in which is continues to be held in the Australian
consciousness. After all, the way a nation memorializes an event is a clear window into its’
attitude towards the event, and here, Australia seems to be keen on reframing the military loss as
a noble sacrifice for a worthy cause.
In terms of representation, Australian servicewomen do get a specific memorial, the
abovementioned Women’s Garden, on the grounds of the Shrine. It is dedicated to women who
served from the Boer War up to 1985.159 On the other hand, the service of people of color does
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not get a mention, and all the sculptures on the grounds are of white men. In this respect, the
Shrine and War Memorial are disappointingly similar.
Stone Monuments in Melbourne
Besides the Shrine of Remembrance, the city of Melbourne has constructed various stone
monuments across the city to commemorate their war dead from both World Wars, many of
whom were never repatriated from the battlefields of Europe.160
Historian Michael Cathcart argues that the memorials are a representation not of victory
and triumph, but of profound sadness, and they came about as a way for families to cope with
their grief.161 In order to believe that their sons’ sacrifices did not go in vain, the families created
the narrative that they died for the Empire, which was seen as a worthy and noble cause.162 This
directly correlates to the myth of the patriotic Anzac of white British extraction, ready to lay
down his life for the great cause of King and Country.
This way of thinking is reflected in the inscriptions on the monuments – one in Parkville,
dedicated to diggers, states “we died for Country; live ye for it.”163 The minister who unveiled
the monument in 1926 said the diggers had sacrificed their lives so that “their children may live
under the freedom of the British flag.”164 While it is undoubtedly true that many men enlisted
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due to patriotic fervor or in search of a great adventure, this narrative erases the truth that the
reasons behind their enlistment were as diverse as the men themselves.165
Moreover, of the dozen or so monuments erected in Melbourne, only one is to a woman,
and that too, not an Australian one. Nurse Edith Cavell was an English nurse who was executed
by the Germans for sheltering Allied troops in Belgium in October 1915. According to Cathcart,
she was held up as an example of “the moral superiority of the British race” and a memorial was
constructed in her honor in Melbourne to signify Australia’s kinship with the mother country.166
Her death was swiftly used as recruitment propaganda throughout Australia and New Zealand.167
Although a woman, Cavell’s death fit into the narrative of making the ultimate sacrifice for the
war effort; only through her martyrdom did she earn herself a monument.
National Museum of New Zealand
The National Museum of New Zealand (also called Te Papa Tongarewa), located in the
New Zealand capital Wellington, hosts an expansive exhibit titled “Gallipoli: The Scale of Our
War.” This is a temporary exhibit in the National Museum; their War Memorial is also in
Wellington but is a separate entity.
This exhibit focuses specifically on the New Zealanders’ experience in the Gallipoli
campaign. The exhibition does not pontificate or seek to glorify the deaths of those involved;
rather, it laments the bloodshed and futility of the campaign. It pinpoints Gallipoli as a watershed
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moment in New Zealand history, much as it was in Australia’s. It opened on April 1, 2015.168
The centerpieces of this exhibition are eight giant sculptures of real New Zealanders who were
involved with the Gallipoli campaign, measuring more than two times the size of the average
person; they took over 24,000 hours in total to complete.169 According to lead curator Kirstie
Ross, the exhibition deliberately seeks to debunk the myth of the heroic Anzac soldier by
presenting soldiers in vulnerable moments, and this is reflected in the first sculpture that visitors
encounter, that of Private Jack Dunn.170
Dunn is depicted in a moment of weariness, slumped over and unenthusiastically eying a
tin of fly-encrusted corned beef, sweat pouring down his face in the height of the Gallipoli
summer, utterly exhausted and defeated. This inverts the quintessential image of the white male
Anzac, standing tall and proud, weapons at the ready to defend the British race. Placing it at the
beginning of the exhibition is a bold move on the museum’s part, as it directly stabs at the heart
of the Anzac myth. Dunn was caught asleep on sentry duty, court-martialed and sentenced to
death, as an example to his comrades.171 His death sentence was later remitted, but he was not to
see home soil again, as he was killed in action at the Battle of Chunuk Bair.172
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Figure 3 – Sculpture of Private Jack Dunn, on display at Te Papa Tongarewa, 2018.173

The exhibition also features giant sculptures of two Māori soldiers who fought at the
same battle, Corporal Friday Hawkins and Private Rikihana Carkeek. Remarkably, in an era in
which people of color in the NZEF were mostly relegated to labor-oriented roles, Māori soldiers
are recorded in combat roles in Gallipoli, and the sculptures depict Hawkins and Carkeek
operating a machine gun in the heat of the battle.174 Beside them lies their white commander,
Colin Warden, mortally wounded.175 The optics of this sculpture are remarkable; Hawkins and
Carkeek step in to man the machine gun after the white soldier is killed. Right or wrong, there is
an assumption in the public’s minds that the “digger” is always in a combat-oriented role, and
this sculpture presents Māori soldiers in the mold of that digger.176 Hawkins and Carkeek were
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wounded in that battle and returned home highly decorated.177 This sculpture directly confronts
the notion that white British soldiers were the only ones fighting and dying for the cause.

Figure 4 - Sculpture of Corporal Friday Hawkins, Private Rikihana Carkeek, and Lieutenant Colin Warden, on display at Te
Papa Tongarewa, 2018.178

Another remarkable life-sized statue is of Lottie Le Gallais, one of 500 New Zealand
women who served in the First World War. She was a nurse aboard a hospital ship that
transported wounded men from Anzac Cove to hospitals in Egypt.179 The sculpture captures her
in the moment she learns of her youngest brother’s death: a hand raised to her face to wipe away
the tears from her eyes as her other hand clutches the letters she sent to him, simply stamped
with “Killed: Return to Sender.”180 The raw emotion on display in this sculpture is striking. It
does not seek to present the deaths of the Anzac as heroic; rather, it represents the suffering of
those who lost their loved ones. Mourning often gets sidelined in the discussions of patriotism
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and sacrifice; after all families should be proud that their sons made the ultimate sacrifice for
such a worthy cause.181 However, this exhibition forces visitors to reflect upon the sheer human
cost of this ill-fated campaign.

Figure 5 - Sculpture of Lottie Le Gallais, on display at Te Papa Tongarewa, 2018.182

The last sculpture is of Cecil Malthus emerging from a muddy crater on the Western
Front. Malthus, a veteran of the Gallipoli campaign, went on to fight at the Battle of the Somme,
where he was wounded and declared unfit for service.183 Visitors are invited to write messages
on red paper poppies and lay them in the crater Malthus climbs out of. The poppies themselves
become part of the exhibition; the visitors are no longer just passive observers but become active
participants in the memorialization process. Over a million poppies have been left by visitors in
the four years the exhibit has been opened; it has been such a success that the museum elected to
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extend it until Anzac Day, 2022.184 Reviews have been overwhelmingly positive, with one
reviewer labelling it “the most powerful and engaging presentation of warfare [he has] ever seen
in a museum.”185
The National Museum of New Zealand’s exhibit directly confronts the Anzac myth and
seeks to undermine it, something which is not seen across the Tasman. In Australia, the museums
and monuments perpetuate the myth, but the Te Papa exhibit is an example of viewing the myth
through a more progressive 21st-century lens without being overtly confrontational. It is
subversive by featuring Māori stories alongside white stories as equals, rather than a footnote to
the story. The Te Papa Museum features signs in English and Te Reo Māori across its’ website
and in the facility itself. The National Museum of Australia makes no such accommodations.
While by no means a perfect country, New Zealand is light years ahead of Australia in
acknowledging and confronting its’ whitewashed colonial past.
Memorialization in an official capacity varies widely between each nation, but there are a
few overarching themes: the dismal lack of representation of women and people of color, and the
glorification of the act of war. These official structures mostly perpetuate the white male Anzac
myth, and make no attempt to confront the outdatedness of it.
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CHAPTER THREE: WOMEN AND PEOPLE OF COLOR AND THE
UNMAKING OF THE ANZAC MYTH
While a largely overlooked field throughout most of the twentieth century, there has been
a burgeoning literature on the role of Australian and New Zealander women and people of color
in World War One, beginning in the mid-2000s. Scholars are beginning to show how white
leaders perpetuated racial and gender discrimination during the era. The creation of the white
male dominated Anzac myth sidelined the experiences of women and people of color during and
after the war. This chapter illustrates, however, that women and people of color participated in
every way they could for a myriad of reasons, highlighting their valuable contributions despite
the limitations imposed upon them by racism and sexism. This chapter will show that the Anzac
myth was meant to obliterate these marginalized communities, not just in the war effort, but as
very members of the nation.
One common thread unites these diverse groups: by serving in the war, they sought to
prove their worth to their white male counterparts and the nation. They campaigned for greater
equality upon the war’s end, but often met with little success. The Australian government
excluded half of the nurses from receiving official war benefits, and completely denied them to
indigenous veterans. Despite enjoying greater equality and civil rights overseas, white society
(both males and females) expected these marginalized groups to simply go back to their inferior
roles that they had occupied before leaving home. Their experiences in the war gave rise to
robust civil rights movements in the decades following.
In this chapter, I will first discuss the statistics and details of the service of women and
people of color, starting with Australian and New Zealander nurses, then exploring the
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experiences of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander soldiers in Australia. I will then look at the
experiences Māori and Pacific Islander soldiers in New Zealand. Following that, I will analyze
the ways in which the Anzac myth excluded and erased their service, and the differences
between Australia and New Zealand’s handling of this national story. Finally, I will consider the
recent reemergence and reevaluation of their roles since the 2010s and the beginning of the
deconstruction of the myth through this renaissance.
Australian nurses
According to the Australian War Memorial, more than 3000 civilian nurses volunteered
for service during the war. The majority served as part of the Australian Army Nursing Service,
but other organizations included the International Red Cross and privately sponsored facilities,
bringing the total number of nurses to around 5000. They were posted to casualty clearing
stations, hospitals, and hospital ships on the Western Front, Gallipoli, Greece, and other places in
Africa. They endured generally dismal conditions, with poor facilities, limited supplies, a neverending stream of casualties, and the constant danger of bombing raids.186
One particularly grim example is that of the ninety-seven nurses on Lemnos, a Greek
island not far from Gallipoli. They arrived in August 1915 to find no hospital, tents, or clean
water, and had to do without these essentials for three weeks. In the meantime, they simply
treated the wounded in the open.187 An August 1915 picture taken by a Lemnos nurse, Anne
Donnell, shows men sleeping in the open with no tents.
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Figure 6 - Soldiers sleeping on the bank, August 1915, Lemnos. Taken by Anne Donnell.188

Donnell’s diaries strike at the very heart of the state-sponsored propaganda of the brave
white male soldier at Gallipoli who did not fear death. In an entry dated 29 October 1915, she
wrote, “we saw the 1st Brigade starting on its way back again to Anzac [Cove]. We all felt
terribly sad about it for we knew how they all hated the thought of going back to their memories
there.”189 Later entries from the Western Front describe the soldiers’ “frightened anxious hunted
looks combined with the suffering of pain, fear and shock.”190
Her diaries, published in 1920 under the title “Letters from an Australian Army Nurse,”
appeared first in heavily censored form. The censors, likely male editors for the publisher,
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possibly did not want to upend the national narrative of the brave, cool-headed Anzac soldier. In
this version, the soldiers heading back to Gallipoli were somehow “brave and apparently
cheerful.”191 After all, Donnell’s true accounts did not prove conducive to the construction of the
Anzac myth. It is telling that it took until a century later for her unedited diaries to see the light
of day. When her full diary appeared in print in 2018, it gave us details such as the doubts many
men had about the viability of the Gallipoli campaign. Rather than happily laying down their
lives for king and country, as the Anzac myth dictates, Donnell describes the men as being
terrified of the carnage they inevitably returned to face. It also tells of the sheer horror
experienced by the nurses themselves, who often barely escaped with their lives in bombing
raids on the Western Front.
Women enlisted for many reasons. Perhaps influenced by propaganda, women joined up
for patriotic reasons like their male counterparts. Some wished to be closer to male relatives who
were fighting on the front lines, such as Lottie Le Gallais, whose brother died on the shores of
Gallipoli.192 Yet for others, the allure of greater independence may have played a part. Nurses
received significantly less than male soldiers and orderlies, but that does not completely rule out
pay being an incentive.193
Upon the war’s end, only the nurses who served in an official capacity through the
Australian Army Nursing Service, were eligible to receive benefits. The Australian government
therefore chose to exclude at least 2000 women who went through the Red Cross or other
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privately sponsored groups, presumably because they did not enlist formally with the AIF.194
These nurses did not receive recognition on the Roll of Honour at the Australian War Memorial,
nor could they collect war pensions. In sum, they received no official acknowledgment of their
service. Society expected the women to simply return to civilian life without any help to deal
with the horrors they saw in the war.195
Ironically, some of these nurses, such as Ida Greaves, received more recognition in
Europe than in their home country. The United Kingdom awarded Greaves the Royal Red Cross
for her bravery under fire.196 Similarly, several “Bluebirds” – volunteer nurses who wore blue
uniforms – received the Medal of French Gratitude for their service on the Western Front.197
However, they returned home to indifference at best.
Being unable to access the free healthcare for veterans had a significant impact on the
lives of the Bluebirds. Later in life, many members of the group suffered from health problems
due to poison gas and bombing attacks in mobile hospitals during the war.198 In many ways,
they suffered a similar fate to their indigenous countrymen who also went to war for Australia.
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New Zealander nurses
An estimated 550 New Zealand nurses served in the war as part of the New
Zealand Army Nursing Service (NZANS), all of them white.199 Of these, sixteen nurses died.200
Unlike Australia, the New Zealand Army did not have a dedicated nursing corps when the war
broke out, and it took until 1915 for England to approve the creation of the NZANS, as officials
felt that there would be sufficient nurses in England.201 Like their Australian counterparts, New
Zealander nurses received significantly less pay than male soldiers or orderlies.202 An estimated
100 other New Zealander nurses did not serve with the NZANC, instead enlisting in England or
France, working at military hospitals on the Western Front and on British hospital ships. Two
nurses, M.E. Brown and Emily Peter, received military honors from the Royal Red Cross for
their nursing work in Serbia. Twelve nurses in total received this honor first-class, and another
sixty-four received the second-class order.203
NZANS nurses first served in Alexandria and Cairo in June 1915, treating casualties from
Gallipoli alongside other Allied medical units. In July, some nurses left to serve aboard the SS
Maheno, New Zealand’s first hospital ship, ferrying the wounded from Anzac Cove to Lemnos
for treatment. The nurses and doctors endured harsh conditions, with cramped quarters, little rest
and inadequate supplies.204 A nurse serving on a hospital ship aboard the Persian Gulf gave an
account of the dismal conditions:
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Before we had finished our day's work which was usually at midnight, we were soaked

through and through—even our white dresses were wet to the knees. Is it any wonder we
were run down in a few days? […] We could at times barely lift our feet to get to our
cabins to lie down for a quarter of an hour, for otherwise we would never have carried
on.205
The quote illustrates the never-ending work the nurses found themselves doing. They worked in
the punishing summer heat, soaked to the knees with sweat, and rarely had the opportunity to get
a full night’s sleep. Clearly, the medical staff were not the faint of heart.
On 23 October 1915, ten nurses perished aboard the SS Marquette, sailing from
Alexandria to Greece. A German U-boat torpedoed the unmarked British troop transport ship in
the Aegean Sea, causing 167 fatalities, thirty-two of which were New Zealanders.206 Later
investigation revealed that authorities in Egypt put the lives of medical staff at risk
unnecessarily, as an empty hospital ship had also left port on the same day. Under wartime rules,
torpedoing a marked hospital ship was not considered fair game, and the medical staff would
have been theoretically safe from torpedoes. In response to this incident, the New Zealand
government insisted to the British War Office that medical units were only to be transported on
marked hospital ships.207
Disturbing survivor accounts also tell of a botched evacuation. The ship sank in ten
minutes, and only one lifeboat carried nurses aboard. One of the nurses stated: “while standing
on the deck, I saw a boat load of men in uniform getting away. I wondered why we nurses were
left on deck, without a chance of getting into a boat.”208 Back home in New Zealand, the loss of
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the nurses caused a national outcry, while the nation was still reeling from the failed Gallipoli
campaign. Authorities wasted no time in propagandizing the incident, with an advertisement on
the side of a tram stating: “Ten New Zealand nurses drowned when proceeding to Serbia – Men
are wanted now to avenge them.”209 The nurses proved to be a useful propaganda tool by
allowing the government to play on the idea of damsels in distress who needed men to rescue or
avenge them.
Once the Allies evacuated Gallipoli, the nurses went on to the Western Front and
NZANS established a hospital in Amiens in July 1916. There, they treated casualties from the
Battle of Messines and the Battle of Passchendaele, often working for up to thirty-six hours
without rest. They worked in damp and cold conditions, and several of them suffered from trench
foot, influenza or dysentery.210 They stayed there until the war’s end in 1918. The NZANS began
to disband units starting from 26 December 1918, but the last New Zealand hospital did not close
its’ doors until June 1919. This is due to the influenza pandemic that swept Europe that year, and
medical units stayed on to nurse afflicted soldiers back to health.211
Like their Australian counterparts, New Zealander nurses found returning home a
difficult process. While the hospital ship SS Tainui received a government welcome upon
reaching home shores in April 1919, women faced sexism in their return to the workforce. A
particularly shocking case is that of Mabel Thurston, the matron of Christchurch Hospital who
left her position to head up the NZANS in England during the war. She could not go back to her
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job after the war’s end, and the fact that she had received the Royal Red Cross for her bravery
did not seem to count for much.212
Despite being physically and mentally exhausted, several nurses who could find jobs
went straight back to work in hospitals in New Zealand, nursing those afflicted with the
influenza epidemic that had reached home shores by then.213 As part of the military, nurses were
entitled to veterans’ benefits, but sometimes were not able to access their pensions. Though they
performed a critical role during the war, saving the lives of many, society did not help them with
the adjustment from the battlefield to life back home.214
Indigenous (Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander) soldiers in Australia
The Australian War Memorial’s historians estimate there were over 1000 indigenous
Australians who served in the First World War. True figures are hard, if not impossible to arrive
at, due to poor record-keeping and the simple fact that indigenous enlistment was illegal. The
AIF issued a doctrine in 1914 that enlistees had to be “of substantial European origin.”215
Presumably, white commanders did not wish to arm indigenous men during an era of racial
tensions; indeed, the frontier massacres of indigenous people by white police forces carried on
until 1926. Each recruiter took the AIF’s doctrine differently, but generally accepted that
enlistees had to be white-passing.
In the face of declining enlistment in 1917 and public opposition to conscription, the AIF
bent the rules to allow indigenous soldiers with one white parent to enlist. This shifted the
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official rules from white-passing to mixed-race; nevertheless, many recruiters turned away full
indigenous enlistees. Others falsified information or traveled to different towns until they found
recruiters who turned a blind eye if they were good enough soldiers, regardless of race.216 The
AIF faced a pressing lack of enlistees by 1917, as word of the dismal conditions reached home
shores and the initial enthusiasm of the war faded, leaving many recruiters desperate for
enlistees.
Why, then, did indigenous soldiers fight so hard to enlist in the army that went to great
lengths to keep them out? According to historians Beaumont and Cadzow, many indigenous
people saw themselves as part of the British Empire alongside their white counterparts, and were
motivated to join out of patriotism.217 A deeply-embedded belief in Aboriginal culture is the
spiritual connection to land and country, perhaps creating an even greater pull for indigenous
soldiers to defend the nation.218 According to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Veterans and
Services Association president Gary Oakley, “they were fighting for their Indigenous nations,
not for King and Country.”219
The Australian War Memorial suggests that indigenous soldiers were enticed by the offer
of six shillings a day in 1914, but research by Beaumont and Cadzow shows that all indigenous
men who volunteered worked.220 That is not to say the salary should be completely ruled out as a
reason for their enlistment, as economic inequality between whites and Aboriginals was a big
216
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problem during the time. The AIF appeared as an alluring option because it paid all soldiers
equally regardless of race.221
Yet, indigenous soldiers’ motivations were likely more complex. They also hoped to
prove their worth to their white counterparts by fighting in the war, allowing them to push for
greater equality and civil rights back home. Their hopes were briefly realized, as the enlisted
men were not segregated in the AIF and “blackfellas” served alongside their white counterparts,
even in combat roles.222 The AIF was not segregated precisely because Aboriginal enlistment
was illegal; to segregate the army would be to recognize their presence when the foundations of
the Anzac myth depended on their erasure.
Aboriginal soldiers served in various theaters of the war, including the Western Front and
the ill-fated Gallipoli campaign.223 While exact numbers of the soldiers at Gallipoli are extremely
difficult to arrive at, there may have been more Aboriginal soldiers than were originally counted,
as recent research has discovered records of twenty more Aboriginal soldiers. This brings the
estimated total to 70 indigenous soldiers who fought at Gallipoli, of which thirteen were
killed.224 According to Beaumont and Cadzow, their families were extremely proud of their
sacrifice for the country.225 With that being said, many returned soldiers suffered from mental
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health issues and lost touch with their families, and their hopes for greater racial equality were
quashed.226
Despite the sacrifices of the Aboriginal soldiers, no mention of their service appears in
C.E.W. Bean’s Official History of the War, which laid the foundations of the Anzac myth.227
This post-war erasure is discussed in greater detail later in this chapter.
Rather than being grateful for indigenous soldiers’ service, the Australian government
confiscated Aboriginal land for soldier settlement blocks, which were given to white veterans.228
The scheme ended in abject failure, with more than half of the soldiers walking away from the
land granted within a decade, due to a myriad of issues. Of the returned Aboriginal soldiers who
applied for land under this scheme, only three applications were successful, and those three were
submitted by “half-castes” – children of mixed-race marriages, with one white parent.229
One of these soldiers, Percy Pepper, had to provide references from three white citizens
when applying for his land. His land was situated on a floodplain and floods destroyed his crops
three times in six years. Facing repossession of the land, Pepper penned a desperate letter to
officials, pointing out that he had seven young children and his wife had recently died.
Poignantly, he added: “this land was my great grandfather’s and the white people took it.”
Nevertheless, his land was auctioned off a few weeks later in 1924.230
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The disparity between indigenous soldiers’ equal treatment in the AIF and the inequality
they suffered at home galvanized the civil rights movement in the 1920s and 1930s. They formed
organizations such as the Aborigines League and Aborigines Progressive Association and
published the manifesto “Aborigines Claim Citizen Rights” in 1938.231 However, the movements
failed to make significant gains for indigenous rights. The fight would turn out to be a long,
bitter one—they did not gain suffrage until 1967 and to date are still not officially recognized in
Australia’s constitution.232
Māori and Pacific Islander soldiers in New Zealand
Across the Tasman Sea, the enlistment of indigenous peoples was significantly higher
than Australia. Enlistment of indigenous soldiers was not illegal. In fact, the New Zealand
government actively recruited Māori soldiers.233 By the war’s end, 2227 Māori and 458 Pacific
Islanders served as part of the Māori Pioneer Battalion, although there were Māori soldiers in
other battalions as well.234 This is out of a population of 50,000 Māori in New Zealand in
1918.235 Of those in the Pioneer Battalion, 336 were killed and 734 were wounded.236
The commanders of the New Zealand Expeditionary Force (NZEF) were at first reluctant
to allow indigenous soldiers to serve in combat roles, fearing an armed revolt against the
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Europeans.237 The battalion was first sent to Malta to free up Pakeha (white New Zealanders)
troops for front line duties, despite the protests of the Māori troops who wished to see combat.238
However, mounting casualties in the Gallipoli campaign prompted the reversal of this
policy, and the Pioneer Battalion landed at Anzac Cove on 3 July 1915.239 They participated in
the ill-fated Battle of Chunuk Bair in August 1915, and the charge for Sari Bair. The Māori
soldiers were sent ahead with only bayonets under the cover of night to destroy the barbed wire
and take the Turkish troops by surprise. They were under strict orders not to fire. The casualty
toll from that night is not available, but an account from a white officer, published after the war,
praises their bravery.240 In total, 50 Māori soldiers were killed in the Gallipoli campaign.241 The
battalion was noted for its gallantry and ten members were decorated for their bravery.242
The NZEF also contained Pacific Islander volunteers, mainly from the Cook Islands and
Niue. Their initial offers of help were rejected, but the heavy losses at Gallipoli caused the
European commanders to accept their enlistment, and they were attached to the Māori Pioneer
battalion.243 Following the failure of the campaign, the battalion was reshuffled and split up, and
they were sent to fight alongside Pakeha platoons, despite their protests. Like other soldiers of
color, they served in non-combat roles on the Western Front, in battles such as the Somme and
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Passchendaele, digging trenches and building roads, often under heavy fire, shelling and
gassing.244
The Pacific Islanders suffered in the cold winters on the Western Front, and up to 82% of
the Niueans were hospitalized by May 1916.245 Thus, NZEF commanders separated the Pacific
Islanders into the Rarotongan Company and sent them to Egypt to serve as part of the SinaiPalestine campaign. There, they joined fresh Cook Island enlistees and served in the non-combat
roles of unloading supplies and handling ammunition.246 One Rarotongan, Private George
Karika, won the Distinguished Conduct Medal for his gallantry, becoming the only Pacific
Islander to receive this honor during the war.247
Meanwhile, the Māori soldiers stayed on in Europe. Three Māori soldiers received
French military honors for their bravery. Many were also used as members of military firing
squads to execute deserters. Unsurprisingly, the Māori were not happy with their unpleasant
duties and were only too glad to return home after European commanders did not want Māori
soldiers to occupy Germany at the war’s end.248
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The Pioneer Battalion returned home to great fanfare and parades, attended by Māori and
Pakeha alike.249 This stands in sharp contrast to the Aboriginal troops who came home to
indifference. Certainly, this had to do with the difference in interracial relations in New Zealand.
Māori people were recognized as citizens under the Treaty of Waitangi in 1840. The country had
Māori members of parliament during this time, and in fact had granted the right to vote to Māori
in 1867, a whole century before Australia even recognized its native peoples as citizens.250
However, interracial relations were far from perfect in New Zealand, despite Pakeha
claims to have “the finest race relations in the world.”251 A Pakeha Member of Parliament from
1903 even said to Parliament that in a century, “we shall have no Māoris at all but a white race
with a dash of the finest coloured race in the world.”252 According to scholars, white attitudes to
Māori could be summed up as “a kind of benign segregation” and officials expected the Māori
race to quietly become extinct.253 There was no active segregation, such as in the United States,
but racial discrimination certainly existed and it was not uncommon to hear of Māori being
refused service in white-owned establishments, even as late as the 1970s.254
Between 1936 and 1986, the Māori population shifted from 83% rural to 83% urban. This
rapid urbanization brought about an unprecedented intermingling of the races and gave rise to
new conflicts. Before then, the Māori population was mostly rural, and the Pakeha were
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concentrated in urban areas.255 Indeed, a robust Māori protest movement sprung up in the 1950s
and 1960s, demanding greater equality.256 This was by no means a new demand.
Even during the First World War, some Māori leaders opposed the enlistment of their
men, in protest against the confiscation of their lands in the 1860s for “rebellion against the
Crown.”257 Animosity also cropped up when Māori from the Waikato region were conscripted
and forced into service, although they never saw combat as the war ended beforehand. Equal
pensions were awarded to Māori and Pakeha veterans, but Māori received far fewer benefits and
healthcare from the government in practice.258 On the whole, however, Māori soldiers were
treated much better than their Aboriginal counterparts across the Tasman.
Post-war erasure in Australia
In Australia, the erasure of women and soldiers of color from the Anzac myth began
during the war itself. Propaganda to encourage enlistment exclusively depicted white males. The
AIF wanted to establish itself as a force of young white men, the ideal defenders of the nation
and the Empire. C.E.W. Bean himself made this connection crystal-clear when he wrote of “the
man of Anzac as symbol for the nation.”259 The Anzac myth was, from the start, dominated by
the image of a white, Anglo-Australian man.
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The erasure ramped up after the war ended. The exclusion of indigenous soldiers and
almost half of the nurses from government benefits was another step in excluding them from the
narrative. Aside from being an eye-raising insult to their service, this move also had a big impact
on their lives. Unable to access healthcare benefits for veterans and reeling from the horrors of
the battlefield, many indigenous soldiers turned to alcoholism and drifted apart from their
families.260 However, it must be noted that white veterans were also plagued by the same mental
health issues, with a markedly higher rate of alcoholism, domestic violence, and suicides than the
general population.261
In the years following the war, the Australian government went about commemorating
the veterans by building official memorials. The two biggest memorials, The Shrine of
Remembrance and Melbourne and the Australian War Memorial in Canberra, were opened in the
1930s and 1940s.262263 Crucially, neither of these memorials officially recognized the
contributions of Aboriginal soldiers. Much of the memorialization, then, was done within
Aboriginal communities, often orally, and excluded from the national historical narrative.
It was not until the late 1970s that white historians’ “belated acknowledgement that
Australia had an Aboriginal history” led to an uptick in academic research on Aboriginal
soldiers.264 The mainstream historical narrative was (and to some extent, still is) dominated by
white historians, and their reluctance to include Aboriginal soldiers in the Anzac story is not
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surprising, given that Aboriginal soldiers’ existence threatened the idea of the white-dominated
myth.265
According to historian Philippa Scarlett, the enlistment of “half-castes” was used as
propaganda by the AIF to shame white men into joining, in the face of declining white
enlistment in 1917. White officials in 1917 made much of the Aboriginal soldiers’ enlistment in
order to promote the notion that white men were too cowardly to come to the nation’s defense
and they were relying on the racially inferior Aboriginals to do the job.266 After the war ended,
some Aboriginal veterans joined organizations dedicated to returned soldiers, but Scarlett argues
that oral histories of Aboriginal families tell of rejections and ostracization by their white
counterparts.267
Take the case of Frank Fisher, for instance: while he fought overseas, officials prevented
his wife from accessing his salary. Upon Fisher’s return to the settlement (comparable to
reservations for Native Americans in North America), he once again had to submit to the control
of the settlement’s superintendent, who could restrict the movement and correspondents of the
Aboriginal people living there.268
It has only been recently, in the mid-to-latter part of the decade, with the centenary of
World War One approaching, that Aboriginal service has started to come into the main narrative
of the Anzac myth. Tom Wright’s 2014 play, Black Diggers, fictionalizes a group of Aboriginal
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veterans who have returned from a war overseas to the same one at home against racism.269
Wright’s play was based on archival research and was performed at arts festivals across the
country and at the Sydney Opera House, exposing the contributions of Aboriginal soldiers to
non-indigenous audiences who might not have otherwise given the subject any thought.270 This
marked an important step forward for the public consciousness of Aboriginal soldiers.
Additionally, a chapter dedicated to Aboriginal service appeared in the seminal The Centenary of
Australia and the Great War in 2015, published by Oxford University Press.
Many academics and journalists, such as Paul Daley, assert that Australia still has a long
way to go in honoring Aboriginal service. There is still no official monument or permanent
exhibit dedicated to Aboriginal soldiers in the Australian War Memorial, which is the nation’s
premier source on Anzac history. Daley argues that the $300 million that Australia set aside to
celebrate the centenary of Gallipoli shows that “the Memorial’s intransigence on Indigenous
matters has always been about ideology, not money,” despite the Memorial’s claims that all
servicemen and women are honored equally regardless of the color of their skin.271
This is merely a symptom of a larger phenomenon across Australia – even in the present
day, indigenous issues are generally sidelined as somehow being less important than white
issues. Schoolchildren are taught little of Aboriginal culture and language, unless they are
themselves Aboriginal and learn it from their families. According to journalist Georgia Mokak, a
“student’s access to knowledge and understanding of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
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histories, cultures and perspectives depends entirely on the commitment, enthusiasm and energy
of the individual school, principal and teacher.”272
Post-war issues in New Zealand
Contrast this to New Zealand, where since the 1970s, there has been a commitment to
biculturalism, which is the idea that Māori and Pakeha cultures are equally important.273 The
Māori language has been enshrined as an official language alongside English in New Zealand
law since 1987, and most governmental institutions are bilingual in English and Māori.274 A
notable example of this is the National Museum, Te Papa Tongarewa, with Māori used in its’
name and exhibits, and it requires its’ staff to be bilingual.
Schoolchildren of all races are taught waiata (traditional Māori songs) and hakas
(traditional Māori dances), and free Māori classes are offered; indeed, this has seen an uptick in
the number of Māori speakers of all races.275 Efforts have been made to revert back to the
traditional names of mountains instead of the names the British imposed, such as Maungawhau
rather than Mt. Eden in Auckland. In light of this phenomenon, Māori soldiers have not been so
much of an “outsider” in the Anzac myth.
Since Māori enlistment was not illegal, as Aboriginal service was in Australia, the New
Zealand government awarded equal pensions and benefits to Māori veterans. In practice,
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however, some Māori veterans reported being blocked from accessing these benefits, as racism
was still indeed rampant in the 1920s and 1930s.276 However, the simple acknowledgment from
the start that Māori soldiers existed and fought in the war went a long way.
Like Australia, the New Zealand government sought to commemorate the Great War by
constructing monuments. The National War Memorial, located in Wellington, was opened in
1932, and included an inscription in Māori and English on the foundation – “Reo Wairua, to the
Glory of God.”277 (Wairua, in Māori culture, refers to the belief in spirits that inhabit people or
things.278)
The use of Māori language and the acknowledgment of Māori soldiers’ service has been
prominent in New Zealand since the 1930s. At Anzac Day commemorations, the Ode to
Remembrance is recited first in Māori, then in English.279 As has been mentioned in the previous
chapter, Māori soldiers feature prominently in the Te Papa Museum’s centerpiece exhibit on the
Gallipoli campaign.
There has been a renewed interest in the service of Māori Anzacs as the centenary of
Gallipoli arrived. While there has been a general public awareness of Māori soldiers, there has
been little in the way of academic research until the turn of the twenty-first century. Much of the
academic work on Māori soldiers has been conducted by historian Monty Soutar, himself of
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Māori descent, in the last decade. His major work, Whitiki Whiti E!: Māori In the First World
War, was published as recently as 2019, underscoring how new this field of research truly is.
While Australia and New Zealand started in similar places with regards to its’ colonial
history, both nations have handled the narrative in radically different ways. Australia has sought
to bury the distastefulness of its’ genocidal origins by masking it with the Anzac creation myth,
with the white male Anzac as a symbol for the nation. This narrative still seems to be prevalent
today.
On the other hand, New Zealand has acknowledged Māori soldiers in the Anzac myth,
although it still clings to the idea that the nation was born in the Gallipoli campaign, like
Australia. The pitfalls in New Zealand’s narrative lie in the assertion that with Māori and Pakeha
soldiers fighting together bravely, racism in the country was eradicated, when that was patently
not the case.
In sum, both countries have to some degree used the Anzac narrative to bolster national
pride and to big up the idea of the white male as the protector of the nation, which necessarily
excludes women and people of color from the narrative. It has evolved separately and fitfully in
both countries, but the burgeoning interest from scholars in recent years appears to promise a
reappraisal of the myth and its’ place in society in Australia and New Zealand. Whether the myth
is now too deeply entrenched to be challenged remains to be seen.
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CONCLUSION
The Anzac myth has been a central fixture of Australian and New Zealand’s national
identity since its’ inception in WWI. Australia’s national monuments seem to remain wedded to
the century-old story, while New Zealand’s case was more nuanced, with a more complex
relationship with whiteness. Although people of color existed in New Zealand’s version of the
Anzac myth, Gallipoli still was the focus for New Zealand. The Australian and New Zealand
public in the 1920s readily accepted the Anzac myth, as it allowed them to justify the deaths of
their loved ones, many of whom were never repatriated.
This myth has come under increased scrutiny in the twenty-first century and the
centenary of the war. With the voices of women and people of color now making their way into
the mainstream narrative of both nations, the Anzac myth needs to be re-assessed in an
increasingly multicultural world that includes more than just white men. While post-colonial
academics have pondered on this issue for quite some time, this re-assessment cannot be
complete without a frank public evaluation of the troubled history of white settlement in both
nations. While this is doubtless a difficult conversation, both nations have already made strides
towards it, with Australia’s apology to the Stolen Generation in 2008 and New Zealand’s
Waitangi Tribunal in 1985.
In terms of the future direction this work may take, I would like to expand the scope of
my focus. In the introduction, I mentioned an article on Chinese-Australian Anzacs that piqued
my interest and inspired me to look into soldiers of color in World War One. I did not manage to
include those soldiers in my undergraduate thesis, but I hope that I can expand upon it in a
graduate-level thesis.
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In addition, I would also like to look at the other roles Australian and New Zealander
women played in the war. While conducting my research for this work, I discovered accounts of
Australian women doctors in World War One, and New Zealander nurses working as
anesthesiologists. This is another area of focus that I would like to include in a graduate-level
thesis.
For the sake of brevity, I have chosen to limit my public history focus to national
memorials in both nations. In the future, I may choose to broaden this focus to informal forms of
remembrance, such as through interviews and oral histories.
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